BACKCOUNTRY TRIP REPORT
Please turn in to Kilauea Visitor Center or Backcountry Office
Or mail to: Ranger Nainoa Keanaaina C/O Hawai’i Volcanoes National Park
PO Box 52, Hawaii National Park, HI 96718
Or email to: nainoa_keanaaina@nps.gov

Name (Optional) ___________________________________________ Number in group ______________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ___________________ Date of hike(s) _______________________________________________________

Trail(s) Hiked ___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Trail Condition/Comments ________________________________________________________________

Miles Traveled:  Hiking: __________ Horses: __________ Other __________

Number of Visitors observed: Hiking________ Horses________ Fishing________ Other________

Number of tents observed________ Amount of litter (Circle) 1 2 3 4 5
None Lots

Water Levels at cabins and/or shelters _________________________________________________________

Comments on Cabins and/or shelters __________________________________________________________

Comments on Signs _________________________________________________________________

Comments on Toilets (Note: The park ONLY provides toilet paper for Halape, Keauhou and Apua Point)

______________________________________________________________________________________

General Comments/Suggestions (boats observed, illegal fires, over-crowded camp sites, litter, low flying
aircraft, trees across trails, wildlife sightings, etc…. Use other side if you need more room)

________ CHECK HERE IF CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE